In this paper we generalize Lifschitz's pointwise circumsc~ption under the first-order framework. The generalized version has the ability for simul~neously minimizing several predicates at finitely many pinpoints in a pointwise manner. We show that if an underlying first-order theory is almost existential, then the extended pointwise circumscription is complete with respect to minimal model semantics. Almost existential formulas are in the dual form of almost universal formulas, which was proposed by Lifschitz to investigate the satisfiability of circumscription. This completeness result is a generalization of the result by Kolaitis and Papadimitriou, who regarded the case of existential formulas. We also give a partial answer to the question for exponential growth of the size of first-order formulas equivalent to ~i~umsc~ption. Moreover we clarify that Lifschitz's pointwise circumscription is complete in a slightly wider class of positive formulas.
Introduction
Circumscription, proposed by McCarthy [20] , is an influential formalization of commonsense reasoning. So far various kinds of extensions have been investigated in order to apply them to practical commonsense reasoning [ 1, 5, 14, 15, 17, 18] . The most fundamental version of them is called predicate ci~~~c~p~~on.
It is defined as a second-order formula, and has the ability to simply minimize several predicates in parallel. The mechanical computation of predicate circumscription is still a very important research problem. We have not sufficiently understood the essential feature of approximation computation of minimal models yet. Once new results are obtained, they will be immediately applicable to other extended forms of circumscription. ' Poirzrwise circumscription proposed by Lifschitz [ IS.171 has an especially attractive feature for mechanically computing circumscription.
Although there are several variations, the most basic form corresponds to predicate circumscription and is defined as a simple first-order sentence. A remarkable point is that pointwise circumscription can be defined, without exceptions, in any first-order theories. It always behaves as a firstorder approximation of (second-order) predicate circumscription. Moreover, pointwise circumscription entails some extended forms of predicate completion [ IO, 21 ] , which justify the use of generalized negation as failure rules to circumscription in non-Horn clausal theories 19.1 1 1. Lifschitz showed that. if underlying first-order theories are positive, then such an approximation is complete, i.e.. pointwise circumscription is logically equivalent to predicate circumscription.
In this paper, we extend pointwisc circumscription and study its ability from a viewpoint of an equivalent transformation system of predicate circumscription into a firstorder sentence. The extension is performed in the following two ways: One is for minimizing several predicates simultaneously, while pointwise circumscription treats only one predicate at a time. The other is for the pointwise minimization of each predicate at finitely many pinpoints, whereas Lifschitz's pointwise circumscription minimizes a predicate at exactly one pinpoint. The extended pointwise circumscription behaves as a more accurate first-order approximation of predicate circumscription than Lifschitz's one. At first, we will clarify its minimal model semantics that is based on a Jnite difference relation between models. Next, we will show the extended pointwise circumscription is complete relative to predicate circumscription in almost existential formulas. An almost existential formula is the dual of an almost universal formula, which was introduced in Lifschitz [ 161 to investigate the satisfiability of circumscription.
The class of almost existential formulas properly includes all classes of positive formulas, existential formulas and ground formulas. This completeness result is a generalization of the result shown by Kolaitis and Papadimitriou [ 13 1. which studied the case of existential formulas. It also gives a partial answer to the question raised in [ 131 regarding exponential growth of the size of first-order formulas equivalent to circumscription.
Moreover, it implies there is a properly extended class of positive formulas in which Lifschitz's version still retains the completeness to predicate circumscription.
Finally, we give a brief discussion on finiteness of predicate's extension. and compare our results with related literature.
Preliminary
In this paper, we consider a second-order language G with the first-order equality [ 141, which is defmed as a first-order language. We suppose If has predicate variables, but no function variabies. We use a h-notation for convenience to denote predicate expressions. An n-ary predicate expression is an expression of the form A2. isthe formula obtained from a formula A by simultaneously replacing each occurrence pi(f) in Abythetermcui(i) (foreachi=l,...,n).
In this paper, we consider only standard models for C 1141. A structure M for C consists of a non-empty set IMI, called the domain of individuak, functions from IMJ" to IMI representing nary function constants, and subsets of IM(" representing n-ary predicate constants. We write 1x1~ to denote the extension of a (function or predicate) constant K in a structure M. The equality = is interpreted as the identity relation on
14.
An assignment u into M is a function defined on the set of variables of _C such that if Y is an individual (or nary predicate) variable, then a(V) is a member of lMl (or respectively, a subset of fM\"). We write Itls to indicate the value of a term t in a structure M with respect to an assignment (+. If t is a tuple of n terms tl, . . . , t,, then 171% represents a tuple of n elements It, I;, . . . , Itn&.
M /=, A indicates that a structure M satisfies a formula A with respect to an assignment U. 
Proposition 4 (Lifschitz 1 141). A SDWZW~ M is a model of CIRC[ T; r] ifs M is a <~-minimal model of T.
Next, we give the most basic form of pointwise circumscription,
proposed by Lifschitz [ 15 1. We write .3 = F to denote the conjunction r\r=, (s, = f;) if S = ~1,. . . , s,]
and i = tl, . , t,, are tuples of n terms, respectively. The expression 3 Z i stands for -(3= I).
Definition 5, Let T be a sentence, 13 be an tt-ary predicate constant and .F be a tuple of ?E individual variables not appearing in T. The po~~~i~e e~~c~mscriptio~ PWCf T; p] of p in T is the first-order sentence The first result in Theorem 7 is the most fundamental result on pointwise circumscription. However. it does not show the full power of pointwise circumscription.
In Section 3, we shall properly strengthen this result (see Corollary 19).
*See 121 I for Horn clausal theories, and I 101 for arbitrary tirst-order theories.
Extended pointwise circumscription
In this section, we extend Lifschitz's pointwise circumscription, and study its minimal model semantics based on a finite difference relation. Next, we show a class of formulas, called ~~~0s~ ~~steiztiul formulas, for which extended pointwise circumscription is complete relative to predicate circumscription.
The following examples suggest two meaningful directions of extension: 
The sentence PWC [ Tt ; q] is also similar to the above formula. Unfortunately, the conjunction PWC [Tt;p] r\PWC [Tt;q] has a model N such that 1~1~ = {la\,v} and lqj,v = { lal~}, which is not <{,,q)-minimal.
In order to exclude such a non-minimal model, it is necessary to circumscribe both predicates p and q simultaneously (or, in parallel).
Example 9 (Exmzple 2 in Lifschitz [ 171). Suppose T2 is the formula p(a) = p(b).
Clearly, every extension jpj~~ must be empty in any <{,)-minimal model M of T2. However PWC [T2;p] has other non-minima1 models N such as IPIN = {\al,v, lbl,~}. In order to reject such a model, it is necessary to perform the pointwise minimization of p at two pinpoints, not at only ooze point. We have to assume a formula such as These two examples lead to the following extension of pointwise circumscription. 
Example 14. Suppose T is the formula Vx(p(x) > P( f(x))).
In any ~{~~-minimal models h# of T, jp\~ must be empty. However, each EPWC, [T;p] for II 2 1 allows some infinite extensions for p in its models N such as 1~1~ = {. . . , f-*( @), f-' (@), @,f(@),f*(@),...}, and sodoes Ui,i{EPWCi[T;p]}.
Lemma 12 implies EPWC,[T; F] is complete relative to CIRC[ T; r] if T is an almost existential formula.
Definition 15. Let T be a sentence and I' be a set of predicate constants. T is ulmust existential with respect to r if T is in the form 3(A) and A does not contain negative occurrences of members of r in the scope of V quantifier.
Clearly, every almost existential formula with respect to r can equivalently be transformed into the following form, which we call the ~tu~~u~~u~rn:
where Ai is a formula not involving negative occurrences of members of r, and each p,i is in F. The standard form of an almost existential formula is not unique, nor are the degree and the size. Thus, in order to simplify our discussion, we assume that almost existential formulas are in the standard form throughout this pa- Recall again that every existential formula is "almost existential". Therefore, Theorem 17 becomes a proper extension of the result achieved by Kolaitis and Papadimitriou [ 131, which showed that there is an equivalent first-order sentence for CIRC [ T; f'] if T is existential. Note that even if r is a singleton {p), the size of the first-order formula derived in [ 131 is sometimes an exponential of k, where k is the size of T. In contrast, the size of EPWC,[T; ZJ is always bounded by 0( k'), i.e., a polynomial in k, for the same case. Therefore, our results become a partial answer to the question stated in Kolaitis and Papadimitriou [ 131, which was concerning whether or not exponential growth of the size of equivalent first-order formulas is inherent to circumscription in existential formulas. Notice it is unclear whether Theorem 17 can be extended to second-order existential formulas.
The next corollary follows immediately from Theorem 17, and becomes a proper extension of Theorem 7 ( i > .
Corollary 19. lf T is almost existential with respect to p of degree n < 1, then
Lemma 12 also leads to another completeness result in the case where each p E I' has only finite extensions in any models of 7'. In this paper WC have considered only ,Inrmal models. Therefore, the compactness theorem shows that if each p E r has only finite extensions in any models. then there is a nlaximum finite cardinal number of those extensions (see Perlis and Minker 123 1 ). That is, there is a non-negative integer k such that
We call k the ,firrite degrer 01' T with rcspcct to I'. The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 12:
Comparison
McCarthy [ 20 J originally dclincd circumscription as a first-order schema, denoted by F-CIRCf T: r1.j which has also been studied by a number of researchers I 1.12,22,231. Perlis and Minkcr [ 23) showed F-CIRCIT: /'I is complete relative to CIRC[T; rl under a finiteness condition, which is the same condition as in Corollary 20 except that the finite degree is not explicitly mentioned there.
However, we have to notice that F-CIRCf T: I'] is still complete even if the finiteness condition is weakened to the point which imposes the finiteness only on minimal extensions of p E I' (see [ 23, Corollary 4.5 I ) . Unfortunately, we cannot perform such a weakening for EPWC, [ T; I-1. Reconsider the theory T in Example 14. All extensions of ft are empty, i.e., finite in any <I,,)-minimal models, and so arc in all models of F-CIRC [T;p] .
However EPWC,,[ T; p j allows an infinite extension of p in its models.
d.2. Other related works
Roughly speaking, there exist two kinds of computation systems i'or circumscription. The first is an equivalent transformation system of circumscription into first-order sentences [3,4,6,13-l 5,17,25] or into logic programs [ 8,241. The second is a deductive computation system for circumscription [ 7.241. Unfortunately, almost all of them (except for SCAN 161, see below) must obey rather strict conditions for application. such as finite domain closure assumption, function-free assumption, groundness, or some requirements on the form of underlying first-order theories. In contrast with these. EPWC,, [T; r] 
.
Hence, some negative queries such as -even( s( 0) ) , lewen( s3 (0) [ T; r] . Notice that SCAN never terminates even within the framework of Clark's equality theory.
The reduction algorithm proposed by Doherty et al. [ 3, 4] is also a powerful method for eliminating second-order existential quantifiers. Unlike SCAN, this algorithm always terminates, and either returns an equivalent first-order formula, or reports "failure of transformation".
The algorithm of Doherty et al. can transform predicate circumscription over almost existential formulas into first-order sentences the same way as SCAN. However, it also fails to transform the above CIRC [ T&,; even] , i.e., it cannot compute recursive definitions of minimized predicates.
In this paper, we studied the ability of EPWC, (ficitrt /trte//i,y:cmw mu/ fm,yic. l'~o,r,'~l,~l,nir~,~. Vol. ? (Clarendon Press, Oxford. 1994) 
